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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: To obtain a filler rod which can weld the seams
between the sheets
of inlaid flooring material unnoticeably

.

CONSTITUTION: The filler rod is composed of an opaque
vinyl chloride resin
composition as the sea (matrix) component (100 pts.wt.) and
differently colored
vinyl chloride resin composition as the island components
(5 pts.wt.) of 10 to
30 mesh particles.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the soldering rod used for soldering ofjoints, such as in

RAID flooring.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, many elasticity vinyl chloride system resin long picture

sheet-like things are used as flooring. The usefulness ofwhat is called an in RAID type in it is still

higher as that by which the pellet or chip with which hues differ in a sheet is distributed, and flooring

with which these pellets and chips push, are hardened, and serve as a sheet and with which fanciness

was excellent.

[0003] In an activity, such in RAID type flooring is welded, and a sheet and a sheet are connected and

used for it. Conventionally, the soldering rod of transparence or monochrome was used for U of the joint

of a sheet and a sheet, or a V cut zone, and it had gone this to weld.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, as shown in drawing 3 , in RAID flooring 40 is a

sheet with a pattern that the in RAID chip 50 distributed, and the joint of a joint and a joint will be

clearly conspicuous in having used the monochromatic soldering rod 60. Moreover, even if it used the

transparent soldering rod, U of a joint or V cutline remained in the line of a blemish, and there was a

problem that a joint was conspicuous too. This invention is made that these technical problems should

be solved, and aims at offering the suitable soldering rod for the in RAID flooring with which a joint is

not conspicuous.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A soldering rod characterized by for this invention using an opaque

resin constituent as a sea component, and using as an island component transparence and/or an opaque

resin constituent split from which this sea component and a hue differ is offered.

[0006] In a soldering rod of this invention, a sea component points out a portion which forms a

continuous phase, when compounding and using two or more kinds of materials, and an island

component points out a portion of an independent phase with which it is dotted in a sea component.

Although a cross section of the soldering rod 10 of this invention is shown in drawing 1 , 20 is a sea

component and 30 is an island component.

[0007] Although resin used as a sea component 20 changes with construction material of in RAID
flooring, since such flooring generally makes vinyl chloride system resin a subject, its copolymers or

such mixture of vinyl chloride system resin or vinyl chloride system resin, and other vinyl system resin,

such as vinyl acetate, etc. are desirable. However, there may be resin and compatibility which are used

for flooring, and as long as soldering is possible, what kind of raw material is sufficient. Need

components, such as a plasticizer and a stabilizer, are added to such synthetic resin, and an opaque

constituent which added a pigment further is used for it as a sea component 20. Unless the sea

component 20 is opaque, a joint of a sheet and a sheet is not visible [ a soldering rod ], and desirable.

[0008] What is not fused even if the sea component 20 fuses in the case of heating at the time of

soldering or soldering rod manufacture as a resin constituent used for the island component 30, i.e., a

h g eg b eb eg e e
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resin constituent mixed in the sea component 20 by being dotted, is desirable. It is because it may

become a different thing from a pattern of in RAID flooring if a split of a resin constituent which

constitutes the island component 30 is also fused simultaneously.

[0009] Then, it is desirable not to use a thing with the softening temperature or melting temperature

lower than that of the sea component 20 as an island component 30. For example, if the sea component

20 is an elasticity vinyl chloride system resin constituent, a vinyl chloride system resin constituent over

which the bridge is constructed as an island component 30 by degree which a plasticizer does not fuse at

extrusion-molding temperature of a rigid-polyvinyl -chloride system resin constituent of 0 - lOphr or the

usual elasticity vinyl chloride system resin constituent will be mentioned. Moreover, when the usual

thermoplastics constituent is used as the sea component 20, it is also desirable to use a thermosetting

resin constituent as the island component 30. As this thermosetting resin, melamine resin, an epoxy

resin, an unsaturated polyester resin, phenol resin, etc. are mentioned, for example.

[0010] A resin constituent used for the island component 30 may contain a plasticizer as mentioned

above, can contain additives, such as a stabilizer, a pigment, etc. as occasion demands further, and is

transparence and/or an opaque constituent with which hues differ in the sea component 20. 5-40 meshes,

such a resin constituent is ground to 10-30 meshes, and is usually preferably used as an island

component 30, As for a mixing ratio of the sea component 20 and the island component 30, it is

desirable that the island components 30 are below 40 weight sections to the resin constituent 100 weight

section of the sea component 20. If 40 weight sections are exceeded, lowering or soldering workability

of soldering reinforcement worsen and are not desirable.

[001 1] A resin constituent split of the island component 30 can be supplied to a resin constituent of the

sea component 20, with a Henschel mixer etc., the soldering rod 10 of this invention is stirred, and it can

carry out cylindrical extrusion molding and it can obtain it. Although the soldering rod 10 is used as

round rods, such as 3mmphi and Smmphi, a thing of the shape of a tape with l-5mm [ in thickness ] and

a width of 10-100mm is usually sufficient as it. Although such a soldering rod 10 is used for soldering

of flooring by the usual hot blast soldering machine, it can also be used with an automatic soldering

machine.

[0012]

[Function] In this invention, the split of the transparence and/or the opaque resin constituent with which

this differs from a hue for the opaque sea component 20 serves as a configuration distributed as an island

component 30, and the soldering rod 10 resembles the pattern of in RAID flooring. For this reason, a

joint is not conspicuous, if in RAID flooring 40 is welded with the soldering rod 10 of this invention as

shown in drawing 2 .

[Example] Although an example is given and this invention is explained still more concretely hereafter,

this invention is not limited to these examples.

the resin constituent split used as the island component which prepares the constituent which has the

following presentation as an example 1 sea component, supplies this to a Henschel mixer, and is shown

in the DOP(dioctyl phthalate) 50 weight section and the following to this constituent 100 weight section

- 5 weight sections ~ in addition, it stirred, it fabricated with the extruder and the soldering rod with a

diameter of4mm was produced.

[0014]

Sea component Vinyl chloride system resin (average degree of polymerization = 800); The 100 weight

sections DOP; 30 weight sections Ba-Zn system stabilizer; Three weight sections Zinc stearate; The 0.5

weight section Pigment; Two weight sections Island component Vinyl chloride system resin (average

degree of polymerization = 1,100); The 100 weight sections Calcium carbonate 30 weight sections Tin

system stabilizer; 3 weight section Gelation accelerator (acrylic resin); Two weight sections Pigment;

After extruding the constituent of 1 weight ****, what was ground and was ground to 10-30 meshes was

used as a split of an island component.

[0015] Thus, as shown in drawing 2 , when the joint of the sheet of the in RAID flooring 40 made of

vinyl chloride system resin and a sheet was welded using the obtained soldering rod 10, the joint was

like [ from which it is hard to be conspicuous and is hardly distinguished ]. Moreover, the reinforcement

of adhesion was also large. In addition, in drawing 2 , 50 is an in RAID chip.
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[0016] When the joint of the sheet of in RAID flooring and a sheet was welded like the example 1 using

the transparent soldering rod which consists of a constituent of example of comparison 1 vinyl-chloride

system resin (average degree of polymerization = 800), the joint was conspicuous like a blemish.

[0027]

[Effect of the Invention] It faces welding in RAID flooring, and by using the soldering rod of this

invention, it cannot be conspicuous and a joint can be carried out.

[Translation done.]
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